
Mineralized Dust Encapsulation

High levels of dust cause very real health 
issues, affecting millions of people.

Dust affects livestock, crops, plant life  
and water supplies. On roadways, it 
leads to unstable surfaces and accidents. 
For businesses and homes, it creates  
more maintenance for both vehicles  
and buildings.

Using DUST DOWN PLUS provides you with a safer,  
Earth Smart® Certified solution that works to keep 
the dust down.

United 573



Through the Clean Air 
Act, the Environmental 
Protection Agency set 
standards for the amount 
of allowable particulate 
matter arising in work, 
construction zones and 
other industrial activity. 

Some States have more 
stringent standards. For 
instance, California has laws 
covering various aspects of 
fugitive dust control:

• Particulate matter crossing 
property lines (H&SC Section 
41700 – the Nuisance Law);

• Visible Airborne Emissions  
(H&SC Section 41701 - 
Opacity); 

• Spills and off-site carryout  
(H&SC Section 41700; 
Vehicle Code Section 23113 
and 23114).

Each state and city can have 
their own specific regulations 
that must be met.

Where to use  
DUST DOWN PLUS: 
• Dirt & Gravel Roadways  •  Farm Roads 
• Construction Areas  •  Military Accounts  
• Mining Operations  •  Municipal Centers 
• Some Schools and Fairgrounds  
• Dirt & Gravel Parking Lots  
• Sporting Venues

Based on newer technology, United Laboratories developed  
DUST DOWN PLUS – the solution for controlling dust and keeping  
your projects in compliance.

This unique blend of ingredients offers a safer, effective method of control.  
It is Earth Smart® Certified, meaning it meets at least 10 of 12 guidelines  
to be classified as safer for the environment, like having only zeros or ones in  
the HMIS codes, and no VOC’s.

DUST DOWN PLUS



United’s military 
accounts had a serious 
problem with helicopter 
landing zones. 

Take a look at the 
before and after 
pictures of one 
landing zone. 

The after is firmly 
compacted to a hard 
surface – no dust.

BEFORE AFTER

When applied properly to dirt areas, DUST DOWN PLUS encapsulates  
the moisture in the soil and hardens the surface. 

For maximum performance  
with road projects:
• Grade and till to a level of 3 to 4 inches.
• Apply Dust Down Plus.
• Blade-mix product into the soil.
• Compress surface. 
• Allow time to cure.

MILITARY APPLICATIONS

For other applications:
Simply spray area with hand 
sprayer or from the back of a 
truck or trailer mounted with  
a T-bar.



Controlling dust is vital for reducing accidents, maintenance, fuel and 
healthcare costs. It also improves productivity and health, while keeping 
operations in compliance. Using DUST DOWN PLUS provides you with a 
safer, Earth Smart® Certified solution that works to keep the dust down.
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No 
VOC’s

KEEP THE DUST DOWN

Up to now, there have been numerous  
ways of keeping the dust down:
 • Oil and hydrocarbon-based applications
 • Polymer waxes and blends
 • Salt
 • Plain water

A number of these types of products have issues with  
EPA regulations or are known to create slippery conditions  
when wet . . . and they come at a high cost.

Water is the easy answer, but it needs to be constantly reapplied. 
It just doesn’t work in areas where both water and time are 
typically in short supply.


